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ENgAgINg, LEARNINg 
tRANsfoRmINg – sINcE 1966
In 2016 IDs celebrates its 50th anniversary – an exciting 
moment to reflect on our global legacy and to consider the 
opportunities and challenges the next 50 years will bring. 
It’s also a time to ask how we can ensure a more equitable, 
sustainable, secure and inclusive world for all in a new era  
of development.
oUR VIsIoN
our vision is of equal and sustainable 
societies, locally and globally, where  
everyone can live secure, fulfilling lives  
free from poverty and injustice.
back to menu
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this has been a year of action – both 
for the institute, and in the world. 
one year into our current five-year 
strategy, and building on our history, 
we have made active progress against 
all of our strategic goals. much of our 
work focuses on our three defining 
challenges – reducing inequalities, 
accelerating sustainability and 
building inclusive, secure societies. 
highlights include being awarded the 
esrc’s outstanding international 
impact prize for the influential 
ebola response anthropology 
Platform (eraP); a major stePs 
centre conference on resource 
Politics: transforming Pathways to 
sustainability; and work with dfid 
iraq to inform policies to reduce 
conflict and poverty. 
World events have heightened the 
relevance of these challenges – 
seen all too clearly in the effects 
of dramatically rising inequalities, 
climate change and conflict-related 
crises. at the same time global 
agreements on climate change and 
the sustainable development goals 
are moving towards implementation. 
We are engaging actively with these 
processes, seeking to ensure that vital 
DIREctoR’s foREWoRD 
“One year into our current 
five-year strategy,and building 
on our history, we have made 
active progress against all of 
our strategic goals.”
I’m delighted to introduce this year’s Annual Review 
– a special one marking our 50th anniversary. While 
celebrating five decades of engaging, learning and 
transforming we are also looking forward, to consider 
the future of development and development studies in 
globally challenging times. 
commitments – such as to ‘leave no 
one behind’ – are made real.
robust knowledge and evidence to 
inform future pathways is needed 
now as never before – but this must 
engage with those at the heart of 
practical change. We are actively 
embedding our ‘engaged excellence’ 
approach across all of our activity, 
from research and knowledge 
work, communications and impact 
approaches, to teaching and learning 
programmes. here we are expanding 
and innovating. our vibrant masters’ 
and doctoral programmes are joined 
by a growing array of professional 
training programmes, learning 
partnerships and e-learning platforms 
and initiatives.
exciting activities punctuate this 
anniversary year. it kicked off with the 
launch of the ids bulletin in a new, 
fully open access format, followed 
melissa leach 
ids director
by a series of alumni-led sustainable 
development goal events, and 
our flagship conference on ‘states, 
markets and society: defining a new 
era for development’ in July. 
behind the scenes, we are putting 
our values into practice, building on 
last year’s organisational changes and 
ensuring our financial sustainability. 
Key here has been the upgrading of 
our fundraising and development 
office, with strengthened capacities 
to link and support our thousands 
of alumni and hundreds of partners. 
global networks and partnerships are 
central to all that we do at ids – as 
this annual review makes abundantly 
clear. our anniversary year is a 
wonderful opportunity to strengthen 
and grow these connections even 
further – building on our rich legacy 
to help develop a more inclusive, 
sustainable, secure future for all.
oUR ANNUAL REVIEW
get an overvieW 
of our values, strategic 
goals and approach which 
includes our distinctive 
commitment to ‘engaged 
excellence’ across all that 
we do. 
discover hoW 
we are strengthening 
our strategic partnerships 
in research and mutual 
learning, and supporting 
the next generation of 
development leaders. 
read about 
our key areas of focus and 
how we are contributing 
to transformations that 
reduce inequalities, 
accelerate sustainability and 
build inclusive and secure 
societies.
back to menu
REspEct REsoURcEfULNEss
INcLUsIVItY ExcELLENcE
What is engaged excellence?
engaged excellence is ids’ distinctive 
approach to constructing and mobilising 
knowledge, and to teaching and mutual 
learning for development. engaged excellence 
means that the high quality of our work 
(excellence) depends upon it being linked to 
and involving those who are at the heart of 
the changes we wish to see (engaged).
oUR goALs
All of our work is underpinned by our values defining 
who we are, what we stand for and how we behave: 
contribute to transformations 
that reduce inequalities, 
accelerate sustainability and build 
inclusive, secure societies.
Work locally and globally within a 
universal framing of development.
create an institute that is thriving 
financially and organisationally, 
and living its values.
engaged
excellence
mobilise 
evidence
for impact
build 
enduring 
partnerships
deliver 
high-quality 
research
co-construct 
knowledge
embed ‘engaged excellence’ 
across all that we do.
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A community of 
dedicated development 
professionals
A centre of 
academic 
eXcellence in 
research and teaching
part of a 
global 
netWorK 
of partnerships
A global hub of 
KnoWledge and 
evidence mobilisation
WHAT 
IS 
IDS?
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the UN 
declares the 
1960s the 
‘Decade of 
Development’
1961 1968 19751970 1982 1988 1992
1966 1969 19771973 1983 1989
1995 1997 20052001 2007 2013
1996 2000 20062002 2010 2015
ids is 
founded
first ids bulletin 
published
edited by dudley seers, 
the ids bulletin ‘from 
colonial economics to 
development studies’ 
sets the stage for 
rethinking development 
planning. in 2016 the 
ids bulletin went open 
access, enabling free 
access to its complete 
archive
IDs makes waves 
worldwide
responding to key 
development reports 
ids helps shape the 
global agenda, calling for 
much bolder approaches 
to development
IDs publishes 
the meaning of 
Development by 
Dudley seers
UN adopts the 
International 
Development 
strategy 
with the call for 
official development 
assistance (oda) to 
equal a minimum 
of 0.7 per cent of 
developed countries’ 
gdP 
fifty years ago, Britain’s first national 
institute of development studies was 
founded as a ‘special institution’. IDs 
marked its official 50th birthday on 
20 April 2016.
to celebrate this milestone, IDs has 
hosted a series of activities gathering 
partners, alumni and colleagues 
to consider the opportunities and 
challenges the next 50 years will 
bring. We’re also asking how we can 
ensure a more equitable, sustainable 
and inclusive world for the twenty-
second century. Visit www.ids.ac.uk/
ids50 to find out more. 
Accompanying these activities is an 
online interactive timeline charting 
IDs’ contribution to development 
alongside defining moments in the 
last 50 years of world history. to view 
the complete timeline (excerpted 
here), visit http://bit.ly/IDs-history
ENgAgINg, 
LEARNINg, 
tRANsfoRmINg –
sINcE 1966
years
opEc 
oil crisis
the IDs mphil 
course begins
IDs participatory 
approaches gain 
momentum 
End of the 
Vietnam War
gender 
emerges 
as a major 
new IDs 
research 
theme
robert chambers 
authors Rural 
Development: 
putting the Last first 
the computer is 
named ‘machine 
of the Year’ by 
time magazine
Improving food 
aid becomes a 
theme of much 
work in the 
1980s
challenging neoliberal 
orthodoxy
states or markets? edited by 
christopher colclough and 
James manor, argues that 
neoliberalism as a universal 
frame of policy applicable to 
all developing countries is 
both flawed and incomplete
fall of 
Berlin Wall
UN framework 
convention on 
climate change 
(UNfccc) 
adopted
IDs website 
goes live
the fourth World 
conference on 
Women: Action 
for Equality, 
Development and 
peace convened by 
the UN in Beijing
the UK’s Department 
for International 
Development (DfID) 
is formed
Eldis goes live
Providing free online 
access to global research 
on international 
development
the Development 
Research centre 
on citizenship, 
participation and 
Accountability is 
launched
millennium 
Development 
goals 
established
the make 
poverty 
history 
campaign
social, 
technological 
and 
Environmental 
pathways to 
sustainability 
(stEps) centre is 
launched
centre for social 
protection 
established
global 
financial 
crises take 
hold
IDs publishes results 
on ‘Ending famine in 
the 21st century’ 
the report is widely 
televised and generates 
great interest in ethiopia
focus on ‘Asian Driver’ 
economies
research leads to the flagship 
publication ‘the impact of asian drivers 
on the developing World’, special 
issue of World development, edited by 
raphie Kaplinsky and dirk messner
more than half 
the world’s 
population live 
in cities
International tax 
and Development 
centre launched
Research on the 
‘Bottom Billion’ 
provokes debate 
on the changing 
nature of poverty  
sustainable 
Development 
goals established
centre for 
Rising powers 
and global 
Development is 
launched
IDs ranked
no. 1 in the world 
for Development 
studies
the 
Lancet 
series on 
nutrition 
published
Linking security 
and development
ids unites 
policymakers, 
practitioners 
and researchers 
to explore how 
the security and 
development sectors 
can work more 
effectively together
World events
september 11 
terrorist attacks 
in New York
back to menu
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ids aims to co-construct knowledge 
with partners who complement or 
enhance the experiences, networks 
and skill sets of ids. together ids and 
its partners mutually benefit from 
accessing wider networks, improved 
awareness of new opportunities 
and resources, and increased global 
influence and impact.  
the number and type of actors and 
institutions with whom ids does, 
or could, engage, constantly shifts 
in response to social, political, 
economic and environmental change. 
Working with new actors engaging 
with the development agenda and 
partners that bring together multiple 
perspectives is increasingly necessary 
in tackling complex development 
challenges.
 ids was pleased recently to sign an 
important memorandum of understanding 
(mou) with the Kdi school of Public Policy 
and management, the education arm of 
Korea development institute (Kdi).  the mou 
details the commitment of both organisations 
to work together to address inequalities in 
the visibility and accessibility of diverse and 
credible research knowledge. 
ids is committed to investing 
in strengthening its existing 
relationships, exploring different 
configurations of partnership and 
working with those who are new to 
us – and even to development. all this 
challenges us to continuously reflect 
and learn on how we approach and 
maintain partnerships.
in response to this, ids has created a 
new Partnerships and alumni office, 
in order to strengthen our capacity 
to track the many partnerships 
across the institute and to develop 
stronger partnerships over time. We 
also see our several thousand alumni 
as partners who can help us spot 
development trends, give us ideas 
and support ids initiatives in their 
countries.  all of this we hope will 
strengthen and expand our global 
networks and ways of working  
with others.
credit: united nations development Programme
In the past year alone we have partnered with 
179 DIffERENt oRgANIsAtIoNs* 
across the world
*this figure refers only to formal partnerships and does not include all the individual partners and 
organisations with whom we have worked that have not involved a financial transfer.
44
60
55
5
14stRoNg gLoBAL NEtWoRKs 
AND pARtNERshIps
During the past 50 years, IDs has worked with a huge 
variety of partner institutions, engaged in multiple 
networks and collaborated with many individuals. A 
strong network of partners supports inter-disciplinary 
and cross-country knowledge exchange, dialogue and 
mutual, multi-directional learning. this in turn supports 
and informs the work of both IDs and its partners.
1
back to menu
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the centre for economic research 
and capacity building (cercb) is an 
independent research organisation 
based in freetown, sierra leone, 
providing non-partisan research on 
the design of state and local fiscal and 
economic policy, including tax and 
expenditure. 
established in 2012, the basis for the 
cercb lay in a series of research 
projects funded by ids’ international 
centre for tax and development 
(ictd). a brief research collaboration 
between ictd research director 
dr Wilson Prichard and dr samuel 
Jibao – formerly research director of 
the sierra leone revenue authority 
– was deepened and expanded 
through ictd funding for a number 
of projects. the first, which helped to 
provide the foundation for creating 
the cercb, was a mixed-methods 
study of the political economy of 
property tax reform, supported by 
a group of local researchers. the 
project was extensively covered in 
the sierra leonean press and was 
widely recognised by government. a 
second, much larger research project 
provided analytical support, a broader 
network and financial commitment 
from the ictd, allowing dr Jibao to 
formally found the cercb in 2012. 
by providing assurances of funding 
and opportunities for staff to interact 
with other researchers specialising 
in tax and development issues in 
africa, the ictd met one of its own 
key objectives: to help build research 
capacity in africa.
the cercb now has seven staff 
at its office in freetown and calls 
on a cadre of trained survey staff 
for specific projects. the centre 
now works closely with national 
governments, international 
organisations and policy research 
organisations on fiscal policy issues 
and project evaluations. it has become 
a capacity-building hub in its own 
right and is now providing space for 
growth for other researchers. beyond 
research, the cercb has put in place 
mechanisms to allow knowledge 
transfer, especially for budding african 
researchers who are looking to grow 
their research skills, and it has opened 
its doors to Phd researchers.
Nurturing new relationships
Just three years younger than 
ids, cebraP is a non-profit 
multidisciplinary research institution 
dedicated to studying brazil’s social 
reality and participation in political 
and institutional debates. cebraP 
and ids share a focus on social 
science research and an emphasis on 
inter-disciplinarity and multi-methods 
research. 
the relationship between ids and 
cebraP traces its roots to the 1970s, 
when a dPhil student at ids (later 
a professor at ids) asked Juarez 
brandão lopes, one of cebraP’s 
founders, to supervise his work on 
brazil’s union movement. other 
ids students, also later ids fellows, 
followed suit in the 1990s and 2000s 
and conducted thesis research with 
cebraP. all of this built a strong 
foundation for an institutional 
partnership to emerge.
to begin with, cebraP engaged 
in two dfid-funded development 
research centres (drcs) led by ids 
– the ‘centre for the future state’ 
(2000–10) and the ‘citizenship, 
Participation and accountability’ 
drc (2001–11). both programmes 
included exchanges at ma level as 
well as for researchers through the 
visiting fellows scheme. through 
the citizenship drc two young 
researchers from ids and cebraP 
collaborated under the ‘science and 
society’ theme. melissa leach (ids) 
and angela alonso (cebraP) now 
lead their organisations as director 
and President respectively.
cebraP and ids also invested 
in strengthening the institutional 
relationship. in 2006 cebraP hosted 
an ids 40th anniversary roundtable, 
while this year it hosted the alumni-
led roundtable in são Paulo as well as 
contributing to a panel at ids’ 50th 
anniversary conference in brighton. 
both organisations signed a five-
year memorandum of understanding 
(2011–16) with continued 
collaborations under the rising 
Powers work on mutual learning 
and the ‘china and brazil in african 
agriculture’ project. this year sees 
ids and cebraP embark on a jointly 
developed programme of work on 
‘accountability politics and health 
inequality reduction in multi-provider 
health systems’ (2016–18). 
under a new five-year memorandum 
of understanding (2016–21) ids 
and cebraP aim to strengthen the 
relationship further by exploring 
further avenues for mutually 
beneficial collaboration in their 
postgraduate teaching and learning 
programmes. 
Building enduring relationships
forging a relationship with the brazilian center of analysis and Planning (cebraP)
“The partnership’s success is 
related to both institutions’ 
commitment to democracy 
– political democracy, 
social democracy and 
economic democracy. 
Also to reciprocity – IDS 
helped CEBRAP’s process of 
internationalisation via the 
promotion of long-term 
international partnerships 
and comparative research 
projects. CEBRAP helped 
IDS to work in and better 
understand the Brazilian 
reality.”
vera schattan P. coelho, 
citizenship, health and 
development group, centre 
for metropolitan studies, 
brazilian center of analysis 
and Planning – cebraP
arilson favareto (cebraP) with ruth hall 
(Plaas) and ian scoones (ids) discuss 
their work on china and brazil in african 
agriculture at a future agricultures 
conference in south africa.
“The relationship has 
been a great experience 
for mutual learning and 
considerable mutual respect 
has been established as both 
organisations continue to 
grow and thrive. Samuel 
and his team at the CERCB 
continue to be highly active 
in the ICTD consortium and 
form part of the bid to DFID 
and the Gates Foundation for 
extended funding to support 
a second phase of research 
which builds on the strengths 
developed and lessons learned 
during phase one.”
adam randon, ictd 
Programme manager, ids
cercb staff in freetown, sierra leone
back to menu
bringing cutting-edge research and 
applied learning to the classroom
students choose to study with IDs because courses are designed 
to connect cutting-edge research with the classroom, creating an 
applied learning experience and a level of interaction with active 
researchers that exceeds expectation. our teaching and learning 
is shaped by our distinctive ‘engaged excellence’ approach.
“The inspiring PhD 
candidates from diverse 
multidisciplinary and 
cultural backgrounds make 
every day for me at IDS a 
real pleasure.”
Violet Barasa, PhD student
Postgraduate courses 
ma development studies
ma gender and development
ma globalisation, business and development
ma governance and development
ma Participation, Power and social change
ma  Poverty and development
msc climate change and development
Phd by research
for more information visit: www.ids.ac.uk/study
“IDS teaching staff use the 
most innovative research 
techniques and participatory 
methodologies. I feel very 
lucky to study here and learn 
from researchers who bring 
their applied knowledge and 
experiences from the field 
into the classroom.”
Maria Aguado, 
MA Development studies
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qs World university rankings
1 91.8 harvard university
2 100.4 university of sussex
3 88.3 london school of economics and Political science (lse)
4 89.1 university of oxford
5 88.8 university of california, berkeley (ucb)
europe’s number 1 for development studies
MA sTUDenTs PhD sTUDenTs
We have had in the last year
97 34
FROM FROM
37 21
cOUnTRies cOUnTRies
INspIRINg 
LEARNINg 
A World-class reputation for 
international development studies
qs university rankings 2016 have ranked the 
university of sussex as the top university in 
europe for development studies, and second 
only to harvard globally. the result reflects 
the quality, impact and range of international 
development research and courses offered 
across the sussex campus including at ids. 
together, the development teaching and 
research at sussex achieved the highest possible 
score for academic reputation – 100.4 – placing 
it first in the world, on this criterion. 
back to menu
ids has continued to attract some of 
the brightest and best students from 
across the globe who are looking to 
enhance their expertise and skills to 
become the development leaders of 
tomorrow. the ids scholarship fund 
is critically important for supporting 
outstanding candidates to study at 
ids, regardless of their background or 
circumstance. Without this fund, the 
loss of such talent and the opportunity 
to educate and collaborate with those 
who can make a difference in some 
of the most challenging parts of the 
world would be a loss to us all and to 
our collective future.  
last year, the generosity 
of our supporters enabled 
us to offer scholarships to 
six students on our ma 
and msc programmes. 
funding awards came 
from the allan and nesta 
ferguson charitable trust, 
the commonwealth shared 
scholarship scheme, the ids 
global alumni network, and 
the hans singer family. 
Please consider making a gift to the 
ids scholarship fund and help build 
the next generation of development 
leaders.
We welcome gifts that could 
contribute to fees and/or living 
expenses of an ma or Phd student or 
larger gifts to fund a scholarship in its 
entirety.
for more information please visit 
www.ids.ac.uk/scholarshipfund
choosing IDs for impact evaluation designsupporting a new generation of 
international development researchers
“Scholarships would allow 
more excellent candidates, 
who simply don’t have the 
financial capability, to 
study at IDS.”
Maria Fernanda sierra Perea, 
colombia, MA Development 
studies
“I believe that the 
investments made through 
scholarships go a long way 
and farther than any other 
investments. As one of 
the scholarship recipients 
and then seeing its effects 
on my life, I certainly 
encourage everyone to invest 
generously in scholarships.” 
nasrat esmaty, Afghanistan, 
MA Poverty and 
Development
NEW phD 
schoLARshIp 
LAUNchED
A new phD scholarship 
was made available for a 
student whose research 
interests respond to one 
or more of IDs’ three 
defining challenges – 
reducing inequalities, 
accelerating sustainability 
and building inclusive and 
secure societies.
our short courses reflect our ongoing 
commitment to mutual learning and 
collaboration. We offer individuals and 
organisations:
a range of high quality and bespoke 
courses and training; 
a supportive and dynamic learning 
environment including online learning;
an opportunity to become part of a 
global network of active and engaged 
alumni and partners working in 
national governments, development 
organisations and advocacy 
organisations across the world.
Broadening thinking and horizons – 
professional courses
Our programme of professional development courses is delivered by and 
aimed at those working in the international development sector who seek 
to make a positive difference in the world
“The Transforming Nutrition 
Short Course has widened my 
horizon of thinking in the 
fight against malnutrition.”
Participant, Transform 
nutrition course
“Great delivery, lively 
presentations. The course 
was split well between 
quantitative and qualitative 
which was good.”
Participant, impact 
evaluation Design course
“After the course I feel 
that I will be able to more 
actively engage in project 
design, implementation and 
review and how to best 
include social protection in 
development dialogue.”
Participant, 
social Protection course
in 2015, ids ran a five-day 
course on impact evaluation 
design for researchers, project 
managers and practitioners 
to provide the necessary 
methodologies and practical 
knowledge to meet the 
growing demand for rigorous 
evaluation of development 
programmes. 
Participants came from 
many backgrounds 
including government staff from 
uganda, Zimbabwe and malawi, 
and development professionals 
from organisations such as care 
international and the international 
initiative for impact evaluation (3ie) – 
which also helped fund three bursary 
places. 
a balance of lectures, practical work, 
small group study and individual 
feedback equipped participants 
with the technical tools to apply to 
real-life interventions. at the end of 
the week, participants praised the 
level of expertise at ids and the way 
the course was tailored to working 
professionals. 
one participant noted how the 
course would enable him to share 
methods for gathering evidence about 
education programming. another 
felt that she could now contribute 
meaningfully when measuring the 
impact of interventions to help food-
poor households.
“Other people on the course are from 
similar backgrounds, so it’s a good 
networking opportunity, the professor 
has a good reputation, IDS in general is 
very well-regarded – a great reason to 
come to Brighton to study here!”
Participant, impact evaluation Design 
2015.
5 6
TyPes OF cOURses cOURses RUn 
in 2015/2016
intensive short courses
online learning
thematic summer schools
learning PartnershiPs
learning retreats
133
PARTiciPAnTs
Professional courses in 2015/2016
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ids students
teaching at a professional workshop
course participants
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ids alumni ambassadors across the 
global south have held events around 
the sustainable development goals 
(sdgs) to mark ids’ 50th anniversary 
year.
from Kenya to nepal, mexico to 
tanzania, each event has a shared 
discussion theme: how can low- and 
middle-income countries respond 
effectively to the sdgs and what 
knowledge gaps and research capacity 
issues need to be addressed? 
at these events – ranging from all-
day conferences to roundtables and 
seminars – alumni ambassadors have 
convened high-profile speakers, from 
national government representatives 
to prominent ingos, as well as large 
numbers of attendees from the ids 
alumni network.
overall, seven events have taken place, 
culminating in the highlight of ids’ 
50th anniversary year – the states, 
markets and society conference in 
July. five alumni ambassadors led 
discussions at the conference to share 
their findings with delegates including 
academics, policymakers, government 
officials and donor agencies.
attendees at the ids alumni event in Kenya (Photo credit: © collins aseka)
coNNEctINg 
alumni online
ALUmNI AmBAssADoRs
for lasting change
Alumni-led events across global south 
mark 50 years for IDs
in just a few clicks or taps, our 
alumni can build connections across 
continents, cohorts and year groups 
with those who share ids’ distinctive 
approach to development theory and 
practice. 
ids staff, board members and 
honorary associates can also join, 
making the network a vast source of 
practical and professional expertise, 
support, guidance and job and 
learning opportunities.
members can continue the challenging 
discussions held while at ids, assured 
that this is a safe space to share 
diverse perspectives and publications. 
thanks to the network’s design, it will 
support ids in building relationships 
with alumni worldwide to enhance its 
research, teaching and learning, and 
wider impact.
Launched in April 2016, our new online Alumni 
Network already has more than 500 members.
“We have had an amazing 2015– 16 working 
with IDS alumni all the around world, 
supporting several IDS50 events and successfully 
launching the online alumni network. We’re 
looking forward to continuing to build 
relationships through events and online during 
the year ahead.”
Fran seballos, Global Partnerships and Alumni 
Officer and Michelle cruickshank, Fundraising 
and Development Assistant 
IDs postgRADUAtE 
ALUmNI
moRE thAN
of Whom ARE 
mEmBERs of thE 
oNLINE ALUmNI 
NEtWoRK
IDs50
ALUmNI EVENts
4 to go
coUNtRIEs
3,027
124
7
500
LIVINg AND 
WoRKINg IN 
spEAKERs
250
30
pARtIcIpANts
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ids 50th anniversary cake
back to menu
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1.3 mILLIoN
IDs pUBLIcAtIoNs DoWNLoADED
250% more than in 2014/15 (376,781)
5 UK 
pARLIAmENtARY 
INqUIRIEs 
IDs provided written or 
oral evidence for in the 
houses of parliament 
sNApshot of 
engaged eXcellence
46,542
IDs tWIttER foLLoWERs
9,000 more in 2015/16
155,870
IDs fAcEBooK fANs 
20,000 more in 2015/16 
social media (hanci)
the hunger and 
Nutrition commitment Index 
“hANcI evidence has been a 
yardstick for advocacy around 
nutrition in Zambia”
William chilufya, country coordinator 
for the Zambia civil society scaling Up 
Nutrition Alliance
45 
coUNtRIEs RANKED IN 2015 
on their political commitment 
to addressing hunger and 
undernutrition
 154,000
Articles downloaded from the 
re-launched open Access IDs Bulletin 
(between January and April 2016)
27,000
Downloads for the “opening 
governance” Bulletin alone
fREE to AccEss
over 200 IDs Bulletins and 2,473 IDs 
Bulletin articles published since 1968 
now available and free to access at 
http://bulletin.ids.ac.uk/idsbo
ANImAtED fILm
5,000 
VIEWs
Explaining hANcI findings 
to inform Ngo partners’ 
advocacy work
ids bulletin 
open Access re-launch
“The Love Matters Music 
Awards was an exciting, 
creative and effective way to 
share information about the 
positive aspects of sexuality, 
especially pleasure, as well 
as communicating important 
sexual health information.”
Pauline oosterhoff 
ids research fellow
2,722 
pAgE VIEWs 
of our most read blog ’the 
private sector and the sustainable 
Development goals’
seXuality, Poverty 
and laW
15 oRIgINAL soNgs
Entered the IDs/Love matters 
music Awards in 2015 – the 
first music awards dedicated to 
providing young Kenyans the 
chance to produce tracks around 
love and sexuality.
50 mEDIA oUtLEts
the Awards were covered by 
over 50 media outlets including 
the BBc, the guardian, and  
the star, Kenya.
love matters 
music aWards
the imPact 
initiative
3-DAY ImpAct 
INItIAtIVE
Researchers, donors and 
development practitioners 
attended the 3-day Impact 
Initiative conference ‘Lessons 
from a Decade’s Research 
on poverty: Innovations, 
Engagement and Impact’ in 2016. 
thE 4-YEAR IDs-LED 
ImpAct INItIAtIVE
for International Development 
Research launched in 2015 
to maximise the impact of 
Economic and social Research 
council – UK Department for 
International Development joint 
funded research. 
ExAmININg thE ImpLIcAtIoNs of prEp 
As hIV prevention for sex Workers’ raised awareness of prEp 
in relation to broader women’s health and rights issues.
15 KEY hEALth-focUsED oRgANIsAtIoNs
the Briefing led to a packed seminar involving over 15 key health-
focused organisations and  created momentum for a live twitter chat 
which reached approx. 29,000 twitter users.
PreP raPid resPonse briefing 
45,158
DoWNLoADs
top DoWNLoADED IDs 
poLIcY BRIEfINg
Building tax capacity in 
Developing countries
8,293
DoWNLoADs
top DoWNLoADED  
IDs EVIDENcE REpoRt
 the future of Knowledge sharing in 
a Digital Age: Exploring Impacts and 
policy Implications for Development
gLoBAL sEx WoRK 
LAW mAp LAUNchED
to show the female sex worker laws 
and regulations across the world
sExUALItY tooLKIts 
LAUNchED
on sexuality and social Justice, and 
faith, gender and sexuality
Publications
“Our approach reflects 
the view emerging from a 
number of key development 
research funders, that 
researchers need to be 
supported to become 
better connected, and 
operate in more enabling 
environments for research 
impact.”
James georgalakis, 
director of 
communications and 
impact
academic 
Publications
10 
NEW BooKs 
pUBLIshED BY  
IDs AUthoRs
58 
EVIDENcE REpoRts
45+ 
JoURNAL ARtIcLEs BY 
IDs AUthoRs
30 
poLIcY BRIEfINgs
back to menu
ADDREssINg thE 
thREE DEfININg 
chALLENgEs 
of oUR ERA
Addressing interconnected global challenges 
requires a universal framing of development. 
this means progressive economic, social and 
political change for everyone, everywhere. 
from Lisbon to Lagos, Brighton to Beijing, IDs’ 
work seeks to contribute to this by promoting 
mutual learning among low-, middle- and high-
income countries to understand and tackle 
pressing issues such as climate change, health, 
finance and the economy.
Our emphasis on reducing inequalities, 
accelerating sustainability and building 
more inclusive and secure societies reflects 
our conviction that these are the defining 
challenges of our era. We will develop and 
apply our engaged excellence approach, 
including strengthened global partnerships, to 
ensure that our work contributes substantially 
to meeting these challenges.
ReDUcinG
ineQUALiTies
AcceLeRATinG
sUsTAinABiLiTy
Accelerating
sustainability
Accelerating
Sustainability
IDS colour
Pantone 130
0/100/0/0
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BUiLDinG incLUsiVe  
AnD secURe sOcieTies
Building inclusive
and secure societies
Building inclusive
and secure societies
IDS colour
Process Cyan
0/100/0/0
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REDUcINg 
INEqUALItIEs 
a twenty-year-old woman works as a bonded sex worker in 
faridpur, bangladesh. credit: g.m.b. akash – Panos
a pattern of rising economic, social and political 
inequalities threatens to undermine progress in tackling 
the poverty that harms people in rich and poor countries 
alike. inequalities exist in all areas, from unevenly shared 
wealth to ingrained discrimination on the basis of gender, 
and towards those living in the poorest communities or 
at society’s margins. this undermines citizen engagement 
and fuels civil unrest, violence and conflict. our work aims 
to contribute to reducing these inequalities by providing 
and sharing new knowledge and evidence to identify 
their underlying causes. this in turn raises awareness and 
influences norms, and helps to identify progressive policies, 
practices and pathways of change. 
back to menu
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Women and girls are often hit hardest 
by food insecurity and are among 
the most undernourished people 
in the world. gender inequalities 
persistently undermine women’s 
ability to feed themselves and their 
families – particularly in terms of 
accessing resources, markets and 
social protection. socio-cultural norms 
typically prioritise the nutrition of 
men and boys while limiting women’s 
decision-making power.  
ids’ long-established reputation for 
research on gender mainstreaming 
and development made it the ideal 
learning partner for the World food 
Programme (WfP) when it needed to 
improve knowledge-sharing among 
its staff. 
at a country level, several of WfP’s 
staff and partners have been 
successfully adopting innovative 
practices that tackle local gender 
realities. the problem was sharing 
those practices more widely.  
as part of a two-phase initiative that 
began in 2013, ids helped WfP to 
develop and implement ‘innovations 
from the field’ – a participatory action 
learning programme to capture, share 
and embed successful innovations 
for gender mainstreaming across the 
organisation.  
five WfP country offices in africa 
and central america participated 
in the pilot project, helping staff to 
reflect on, explore, document and 
share good practices for gender-
sensitive food security programming. 
a second phase extends the reach of 
the programme to south east asia, 
further into francophone West africa, 
and into humanitarian settings in the 
middle east and north africa (mena) 
region.
Wider impacts
although focused on local 
innovations, the partnership has 
prompted wider reflection about 
the barriers preventing effective 
gender mainstreaming in WfP, 
and stimulated recommendations 
to overcome these. areas explored 
included routes to sustainability, 
leadership and accountability at local 
levels, facilitating the embedding of 
good practice into country office 
programming and systems, and the 
need for consistency in understanding 
gender and why it matters to WfP’s 
work. the context across different 
regions varies considerably; however, 
there are some unifying factors. 
WfP’s appointment of a gender 
results network (grn) and its new 
gender policy have created a platform 
for better collective championing of 
gender equality.
the partnership with WfP aligns with 
ids’ goals of contributing towards 
transformations in order to reduce 
inequalities and of working both 
locally and globally. 
the programme’s participatory 
action learning approach reflects 
ids’ commitment to working with 
diverse actors and perspectives in 
order to co-construct knowledge that 
can be shared and used to transform 
organisations and wider social and 
political contexts. 
reinforcing the partnership is a rich 
legacy of ground-breaking research at 
ids into gender and development that 
stretches back to the late 1970s and 
saw ids play a leading role in situating 
power at the heart of gender and 
development analysis. this led to the 
creation of many long-term initiatives 
providing a new lens on issues such 
as women’s economic empowerment, 
sexuality, gender-based violence, and 
unpaid care work. 
imPact story 
IDs partnership boosts gender mainstreaming 
‘from the field’
ids has a rich and evolving body of 
work on participatory approaches 
to development, placing it at the 
forefront of debates around the 
sustainable development goals 
(sdgs). in this latest phase, ids is 
focusing on participatory monitoring 
and accountability of the sdgs. 
Participatory research, popularised by 
robert chambers at ids in the 1970s, 
includes approaches and methods 
that give community members control 
over the research agenda, the process 
and resulting actions. it involves the 
people most affected by change 
influencing decision-making from local 
to global levels. 
in the run-up to the sdgs, ids was 
among many in development arguing 
for greater accountability from 
national and global policymakers 
to local people. it convened the 
Participate initiative, in collaboration 
with beyond 2015, which was 
instrumental in bringing the 
perspectives of the poorest and most 
marginalised into the sdg formation 
process. the project team secured an 
almost unique level of access to the 
high level Panel, including various 
international government ministers, 
who actively included Participate 
messages in their submissions to the 
landmark high level Panel report on 
the Post-2015 development agenda. 
the Participate process – which also 
cemented a global network dedicated 
to participatory research – has now 
entered a new phase, with ids 
researchers leading a programme that 
responds to the acknowledged need 
for participatory monitoring of the 
sdgs. 
the Participatory monitoring and 
accountability (Pma) programme, 
run in collaboration with unicef 
and undP, supports policymakers, 
civil society, volunteer groups and 
citizens to take action to implement a 
participatory monitoring approach of 
the goals. 
first phase pilots
this first phase of the Pma 
programme builds on Participate’s 
track record of demonstrating in 
practical ways how participatory 
action research enables people living 
in poverty and at society’s margins 
to exercise accountability. members 
of Participate’s Participatory 
research group, supported by ids, 
are conducting these pilots in three 
african countries with people living 
in poverty and marginalisation to 
strengthen processes of citizen-led 
accountability.
one pilot explores the dynamics 
between women’s collectives 
and community radio in ghana, 
highlighting how citizen-led 
accountability can deepen women’s 
empowerment and influence policy 
planning. another takes an action 
learning approach to study violence 
and insecurity in south africa’s 
informal urban settlements. the third 
aims to promote the rights of girls 
and boys living with hiv in egypt 
using participatory action research. 
the hope is to open up the Pma 
programme to other regions, 
including in the global north, in 
subsequent phases. 
imPact story 
participate evolves: IDs spearheads participatory 
sDg monitoring 
“The staff have had a real 
opportunity through this 
programme to challenge 
themselves on the way that 
they think about gender and 
the way they apply their 
analysis of gender into their 
programmes.”
thea shahrokh,  
ids research officer
credit: g.m.b. akash – Panos
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ids is known for undertaking 
ground-breaking work in increasing 
the availability and accessibility of 
global development research for 
policymakers and practitioners. this 
has contributed to significant positive 
impacts of research in improved 
development practice from grass-
roots organisations to informing high-
level policy and decision-making, as 
summarised in mobilising Knowledge 
for development (mK4d): sharing 
What We’ve learned (2010). 
learning from our work has also 
contributed more broadly to 
understanding the critical role that 
knowledge brokers and intermediaries 
play in the effective use of research 
for evidence-informed policy and 
practice and in advocating for, and 
supporting the capacity of this 
intermediary sector. 
the three-year global open 
Knowledge hub (goKh) programme 
has built on our work in this field 
to specifically address gaps and 
inequalities in the global availability 
and visibility of research on key 
development themes. it has leveraged 
emerging technologies to support 
open, efficient and innovative 
global knowledge sharing, working 
collaboratively with partners all over 
the world. 
the challenges facing countries 
today are interconnected on 
many levels. While this demands 
complex responses, it also presents 
opportunities for shared learning and 
universal approaches to the problems 
seen in countries across the world.
in June 2015 ids and global studies 
at the university of sussex created 
one such opportunity – this time 
to grapple with issues surrounding 
public engagement in health systems. 
With many countries struggling to 
cope with rising pressures on their 
health-care systems, this is a timely 
concern and an ideal area for sharing 
perspectives. 
they invited representatives of the 
nhs brighton and hove clinical 
commissioning group (ccg) and 
researchers from ids and the federal 
university of são Paulo to look at 
challenges, lessons and emerging 
approaches to patient and public 
health engagement from brighton and 
brazil.  
ccg representatives gave inspiring 
insights into how engaging 
communities – focusing on their 
strengths – can reduce dependency 
on external providers. ids’ alex 
shankland and gerry bloom discussed 
the citizen engagement model used by 
brazil’s health system and the scope 
for mutual learning with the nhs. 
by opening up such pathways, ids 
continues to build on its commitment 
to a universal approach to 
development. this means progressive 
economic, social and political change 
for everyone, everywhere. ids 
contributes to this by promoting 
mutual learning among low-, 
middle- and high-income countries to 
understand and tackle pressing issues 
such as climate change, health, finance 
and economy.
nor is this a recent phenomenon for 
ids. as far back as 1977, ids colleagues 
richard Jolly and robin luckham used 
an issue of the ids bulletin to argue 
whether britain could be considered a 
case for development. chapters in the 
issue debated the need for structural 
change in britain including health 
care, agriculture, urban housing and 
the failure of ‘top-down’ solutions. 
reflecting on the interconnected 
international nature of the crises 
besetting 1970s britain, the authors 
noted ‘we believe that the analytical 
approaches of “development studies” 
can suggest new ways of studying 
britain’s admittedly different 
problems’.
imPact story 
Democratising knowledge to 
improve development outcomes
imPact story 
health-care seminar shows value 
of universal approaches 
“Very different societies 
can sometimes find 
themselves facing very 
similar issues.  How we 
can encourage shared 
learning and facilitate new 
flows of ideas is central 
to a universal approach to 
development.”
Gerry Bloom,  
iDs Research Fellow
the programme has successfully 
reported against three specific areas 
of impact: 
•  increased efficiency, better sharing 
and reduced duplication in the 
sharing of knowledge
•  increased visibility, use and 
ultimately impact of research 
evidence in policy and practice 
•  increased opportunities for 
innovation in the presentation 
of knowledge to make it more 
appropriate and engaging for 
audiences in different contexts  
the programme has also highlighted 
how open Knowledge is a cross-
cutting development issue and how 
working in partnership can strengthen 
understanding of needs and contexts 
and make a broader contribution to 
partners’ effectiveness and capabilities 
as knowledge-sharing organisations.
celebrating 20 years of global 
knowledge sharing
2016 heralds an exciting year not 
just for ids but for one of our 
longest running projects, eldis, which 
celebrates its twentieth year as a 
global online information service. 
eldis, in collaboration with over 
70 global research organisations, 
continues to provide a much valued 
and highly trusted service sharing 
diverse research knowledge for 
development policy and practice. 
in their anniversary year, the 
eldis team are keen to deepen 
understandings of how digital 
technologies and online spaces 
support knowledge generation, 
sharing and use. 
credit: Kieran dodds – Panos
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AccELERAtINg 
sUstAINABILItY 
climate change, pollution, biodiversity loss and land degradation 
are all linked and together create one of the greatest challenges 
of our age. What is lacking is an understanding of how to tackle 
these problems in a way that does not undermine people’s rights 
and livelihoods. We explore the roles that businesses, citizens, 
markets, states and technologies can play in accelerating or 
opposing change towards a more sustainable world. We address 
the politics of access and control of resources, like land, water, 
forests and carbon. With its partners, ids develops the networks 
and knowledge necessary to make positive change a reality.
a view of chandni chowk street in old delhi, india. 
credit: martin roemers – Panos
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accelerating sustainability is a 
defining theme for ids’ work and 
nowhere more so than in the debates 
surrounding resources. access 
to, allocation and distribution of 
resources such as food, water, fuel 
and minerals are high on policy and 
activist agendas – not least in the 
build-up to the post-2015 sustainable 
development goals.
at ids, this was a perfect moment to 
air some of the arguments shaping 
how pathways to sustainability are 
framed in the context of resource 
politics – and to shine a light on ids’ 
long-standing thought leadership in 
this area. 
led by the esrc stePs centre 
(social, technological and 
environmental Pathways to 
sustainability), partners from around 
the world gathered in brighton in 
september 2015 for the conference 
‘resource politics: transforming 
pathways to sustainability’.
With academics, practitioners, 
policymakers and activists 
participating, this three-day event 
was a chance to unpack assumptions, 
after leading the team that worked 
on a landmark report linking water 
to food security, ids Professor 
lyla mehta was called to present 
the report’s findings to the un 
committee on World food security 
(csf) 42nd session in rome in 
october 2015. 
discourse on water as a resource 
too often focuses on agriculture and 
overlooks the vital link to sanitation, 
nutrition and food security. the report 
by the high level Panel of experts 
(hlPe) was one of the first to draw 
attention to this link. it also uniquely 
highlighted the need to join up the 
human rights to water and food in 
order to tackle poverty and empower 
women and marginalised groups.
drawing on her work with the six-
strong team, lyla mehta stressed to 
the csf members gathered at the un 
food and agriculture organization 
headquarters that there is enough 
fresh water and food in the world – it 
is just unevenly distributed. 
she underlined the human-induced 
water scarcities and the way women 
and girls are usually barred from 
decision-making over resources, 
despite being chiefly responsible for 
water collection. she urged members 
not to ‘water down’ the report’s 
recommendations. 
following three days of discussion, 
the csf endorsed the report’s eight 
recommendations with 20 strong 
supporting comments from country 
representatives, civil society and 
un agencies. recommendations 
included prioritising equal access to 
water for all, particularly women and 
marginalised and vulnerable groups; 
and sustainable action to improve 
water management in food systems.
imPact story 
International stEps conference stirs 
resource debate
imPact story 
Ringing endorsement for IDs-led report 
on water and food 
question simplistic prescriptions and 
debate alternatives regarding resource 
politics and sustainability. 
Panel discussions, presentations 
and parallel sessions packed the 
programme punctuated by six themes 
that link to the stePs centre’s 
pioneering ‘pathways approach’ – a 
way of understanding contending and 
conflicting pathways of change, in 
complex, highly contested settings. 
tweets, blogs and articles from a 
dedicated conference website have 
significantly broadened the reach of 
the event. 
the conference involved the resource 
Politics cluster at ids, as well as 
researchers from the rural futures, 
and health and nutrition clusters. 
external partners included the 
stePs hub partners from china, 
latin america, india, europe, north 
america and Kenya. 
its continuing impact has helped to 
affirm the position of both stePs and 
the resource Politics cluster in the 
global field of political ecology, laying 
the foundation for future stePs and 
cluster activities.
legacy of ethiopia famines 
research
this was also a fitting endorsement 
of ids’ wider work on food security, 
led mainly by stephen devereux, 
and which began at the time of the 
1980s famines in ethiopia. in 2002, 
he returned to ethiopia to cover a 
little-known famine in a documentary 
called learning the lessons? famine 
in ethiopia, 1999–2000. screened on 
bbc4 and bbc World, the short film 
generated much interest in ethiopia 
among donors and ngos.
nutrition and food security have 
since become major centres of 
work for ids. it is uniquely placed 
to draw together research on 
poverty, governance, food insecurity, 
agriculture, value chains, health, 
gender, climate change, conflict and 
fragile contexts – all of which impact 
on nutrition.
the local dimension
in many ways the conference 
expanded upon themes already 
explored by various colleagues and 
centres at ids, particularly the recent 
green transformations cluster. this 
centre of activity researches the 
‘green transformations’ – notably 
in favour of renewable energy and 
the circular economy – that foster 
structural change and sustainability 
within planetary boundaries. 
it also built on research on forest, 
biodiversity and soil management by 
ids’ director melissa leach and ian 
scoones from 2001. this played a 
pivotal role in alerting policymakers to 
the perils of ignoring the knowledge 
and practices of local people – that is, 
those most affected by environmental 
science decisions and climate change. 
in a neat echo of circularity, that 
research would eventually stimulate 
the creation of the stePs centre in 
2006, currently under the directorship 
of ian scoones. 
much of melissa leach’s career 
as an anthropologist has been 
dedicated to ‘trying to bring to life 
the knowledge of local people’. her 
jointly written work misreading the 
african landscape from 1996 is still 
widely used to show the power of 
anthropological methods. 
“The STEPS Centre brought together specialists from the fields of geography, politics, 
science and technology studies, development studies and more to bring a cross-disciplinary 
approach to understanding resource politics. The mix proved to be vibrant and challenging 
– just what we’d hoped for!
ian scoones, iDs Research Fellow and Director of the esRc sTePs centre
in burkina faso, Kouassa awa, 20, washes clothes in a trickle of water in a partially dried 
river bed. credit: andrew mcconnell – Panos
ethiopian orthodox christian women elders 
sort though barley in the grounds of their 
church. credit: lianne milton – Panos. 
ids now hosts several major related 
research programmes. future 
agricultures, a network of researchers 
on agriculture and food policy in 
africa, with more than 100 people 
in 12 countries across africa and in 
europe; and lansa – leveraging 
agriculture for nutrition in south asia 
– working to improve agriculture and 
food-related interventions, especially 
for children and adolescent girls, are 
but two. 
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BUILDINg 
INcLUsIVE 
AND sEcURE 
socIEtIEs 
being and feeling unsafe and insecure is devastating for 
individuals, families, communities and societies. our work 
contributes to a greater understanding of how we can 
protect people against threats from conflict as well as 
environmental, economic, political and social shocks – and 
of how we can enable citizens to feel that they have a 
stake in the way their communities are governed.
ids’ work seeks to understand the factors that underlie 
and reinforce insecurity – a lack of inclusion and 
citizenship, unequal power relations and problematic forms 
of securitisation. this work explores what institutions, 
communities, policy and practice can do to achieve peace, 
freedom and safety for everyone, everywhere.
a son of a fisherman in bangladesh awaits his father’s return. fishing from sunrise to sunset they 
can barely earn around 60 taka a day (less than a dollar). credit: g.m.b. akash – Panos
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more and more aid spending is going 
to conflict-affected states and into 
conflict prevention, fuelling debate 
over the links between development 
and security. ids’ well-established 
reputation in conflict studies makes it 
a first choice for organisations seeking 
research partners in this area.
one of the most fruitful recent 
collaborations has been between 
ids and the uK’s department for 
international development (dfid) in 
a bid to provide an evidence base for 
policies to reduce conflict and address 
poverty in iraq.
sectarian violence and political 
tensions have destabilised iraq since 
the 2003 invasion. this has worsened 
considerably since 2014, with isil 
brutally exploiting the situation to 
seize territory. by late 2015, almost 
10 million people were in need of 
humanitarian assistance.
ids researcher brigitte rohwerder, 
who is based in the conflict and 
violence cluster and the ids-affiliated 
governance and social development 
resource centre, produced a 
contemporary conflict analysis of iraq 
to inform decision-makers in 2014. 
on the strength of that work, dfid 
asked brigitte to update her report 
in august 2015 to explore the latest 
conflict dynamics, the potential for 
peace-building and the problem of 
poverty in iraq. she also analysed 
future conflict risks and highlighted 
gaps in strategies for peace-building 
in current thinking on iraq. 
dfid commended this updated report, 
noting how useful it was to their own 
bilateral aid review. further feedback 
revealed that this work has helped 
to inform several policies aimed at 
reducing the conflict in iraq.
building better societies  
in action
brigitte’s update is a strong example 
of ids supporting work that 
contributes directly to action that 
builds more inclusive and secure 
societies.
her work fits into a spectrum of 
research on conflict and security, 
citizenship and accountability – 
inspired and informed in great part 
by more than 40 years’ work on this 
theme by ids emeritus fellow robin 
luckham. 
much of this work now spans out 
from the conflict and violence 
research cluster at ids, which 
develops insights into how people live 
and interact in contexts of conflict, 
violence and poverty. 
as deadly terrorist attacks continue 
across africa, the middle east and 
europe, ids is pursuing the need to 
understand the drivers of violence 
and find long-term solutions – and 
is ensuring that this work finds an 
audience. november 2015 saw ids 
publish a rapid response briefing on 
insurgency following an attack on a 
hotel in mali, with an accompanying 
short film on violence at the margins 
in Kenya, nigeria and mali.
some of the research has a strong 
practical application – such as 
the ambitious addressing and 
mitigating violence programme. by 
exploring links between violence 
and inequalities, it has generated 
practical policy options in fields such 
as governance, access to economic 
opportunities and preventing cross-
border spillovers.
one of the longest programmes has 
unfolded through the development 
research centre on citizenship, 
Participation and accountability 
(citizenship drc), based at ids since 
2001 and funded by dfid. by the 
time this consortium of researchers, 
policymakers, practitioners and 
activists fulfilled its remit in 2010, it 
had amassed a trove of more than 
150 empirically grounded case studies 
on citizen action and participation. 
this helped found a new paradigm of 
development with citizenship at its 
core. 
for billions of people around the 
world, the future will increasingly be 
urban. ids research has been charting 
this dramatic change for nearly a 
decade, highlighting the complex 
challenges this shift poses for people, 
sustainability and development. 
in october 2015, ahead of World 
cities day, ids co-hosted an 
international workshop ‘from urban 
exclusion to inclusive urbanisation’ 
in london with 30 researchers, 
multilateral agency representatives, 
ingo and thinktank staff. Participants 
wrestled with the question of why 
decision-makers so often shy away 
from properly planning for the rural–
urban migration behind our rapidly 
expanding cities.
various recommendations for making 
urbanisation more inclusive emerged 
from the event, hosted also by the 
united nations Population fund 
(unfPa) and the international 
institute for environment and 
development (iied). these urged 
different approaches to inclusive 
urbanisation, based on human rights, 
urban planning and co-production. 
Participants argued that inclusive 
urbanisation affects all the sustainable 
development goals, and therefore is 
key to achieving the 2030 agenda. 
a statement was prepared pending 
approval by the unfPa. 
related to the event, ids fellow 
gordon mcgranahan published an 
article in environment & urbanisation 
(2016) (‘inclusive urbanisation: can the 
2030 agenda be delivered without 
it?’) and an ids evidence report on 
the role of cities and urbanisation in 
achieving development goals (2016).
lively debate on 
urban security
ids ran another successful workshop 
in august 2015 to kick-start a study 
on cities, violence and order. amid 
much lively debate and reflection, 
20 leading urban experts grappled 
with what the challenges of security 
provision for cities in 2040 might be 
– and how development policy and 
practice might pre-emptively respond.
Participants continued the discussion 
by contributing to an ids blog series 
while ids research fellow Jaideep 
gupte and Phd candidate hadeer el 
shafie co-authored an ids bulletin 
article on ‘the dialectics of urban 
form and violence’. 
imPact story 
timely IDs research shapes policy 
to reduce conflict
imPact story 
from urban exclusion to 
inclusive urbanisation
in indonesia a man navigates a polluted 
waterway backed by wooden slum 
housing, in contrast to the high rise 
apartment buildings visible behind. 
credit: mark henley – Panos
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“With almost one third of the world’s population living in low-income conflict-affected 
countries, it is critical that we understand the effects of conflict on people’s welfare, 
behaviour and poverty.”
Patricia Justino, iDs Research Fellow and Leader of the iDs conflict and Violence cluster
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measuring urban wellbeing
a major project on ‘informal work 
and wellbeing in urban south asia’ 
ended in april 2015 for the cities 
cluster, resulting in a Policy briefing 
on findings picked up widely by local 
media and an invitation for ids’ 
research partner Professor ferdous 
Jahan to develop a background 
paper on urban poverty to inform 
government planning in bangladesh. 
the project, which gathered 
quantitative and qualitative data on 
three wellbeing measures, was carried 
out across 14 informal settlements in 
six cities in bangladesh and india. the 
national slum dwellers federation 
in india also adopted the project 
methodologies and is implementing 
them in other study sites across india.
several journal articles emerged from 
the project including for the journal 
World development. ids’ dolf te 
lintelo led work on this paper, co-
authored with Jaideep gupte, rajith 
lakshman (ids), allister mcgregor 
(sheffield) and ferdous Jahan (brac 
university).
Workshop-based events in the uK and 
overseas have long been a means for 
ids to stimulate, enrich and showcase 
its research. a 2010 workshop in delhi 
presented two years of collaborative 
research on peri-urban localities by 
the stePs centre and indian partners 
from Jawaharlal nehru university to 
government officials, academics and 
ngos.
much fear and misunderstanding 
surrounded the ebola pandemic 
that swept West africa and the 
efforts to tackle it. early on, ids 
researchers argued – and still do – 
that international agencies should 
not fixate on disease control alone. it 
was vital to include a social sciences 
perspective in the response.
to help that happen, two major ids-
led initiatives were launched. such 
was their influence that in June 2016 
they won the prestigious economic 
and social research council (esrc) 
outstanding international impact 
Prize for their rapid and effective 
response during the epidemic.
the ebola response anthropology 
Platform (eraP) – a global online 
hub jointly steered by ids – answered 
an urgent need to advise agencies 
tackling the outbreak on matters 
such as case identification, funeral 
practices, home care, communications, 
community engagement and 
‘resistance’. 
many of these factors were not 
considered in the immediate 
response, greatly hampering its initial 
effectiveness. the rapid, real-time 
advice offered through the hub and 
its team significantly influenced 
subsequent uK and international 
strategy in West africa. various high-
level actors sought their advice and 
they submitted evidence to three uK 
parliamentary inquiries on the crisis. 
Posing wider questions 
for development
launched and coordinated by 
anthropologists at ids, the london 
school of hygiene and tropical 
medicine, the university of exeter, 
the university of sussex and njala 
university in sierra leone, the 
Platform became a focal point of live 
information and dialogue, accessed by 
more than 16,000 users. it now works 
closely with partners to develop a 
range of new research proposals with 
key donors and ngos.
ebola: lessons for development, 
a set of nine briefing papers by 
ids researchers, was launched at a 
high-level meeting of policymakers, 
ngos and researchers involved in 
the crisis. these papers argued that 
the epidemic was prompting much 
wider questions about shortcomings 
in international development 
approaches.
these rapid-response initiatives 
draw on a long-standing body of 
anthropological and sociological 
expertise at ids, as well as a strong 
track record in the social, as well as 
medical, dimensions of health and 
disease. examples include work within 
the dynamic drivers of disease in 
africa consortium studying zoonotic 
diseases; the work of the future 
health systems consortium building 
community-engaged, resilient 
approaches, as well as the influential 
work of the stePs centre on 
epidemics, on avian flu by ian scoones 
and anthropological work on vaccine 
programmes by director melissa leach.
imPact story 
celebrating social sciences impact on Ebola response 
a worker enters the home of a four-year-old boy diagnosed with ebola in sierra leone 
credit: abbie trayler-smith – Panos
“By collaborating to design more appropriate and 
therefore effective approaches to disease control, ERAP 
contributed to reducing the spread of the virus and 
provides a model for future pandemics.”
“Cities have a distinctive role 
in development processes. 
They are focal points for 
economic growth, jobs 
and innovation but also 
for poverty, inequality, 
vulnerability and conflict.”
Jaideep Gupte,  
iDs Research Fellow and  
co-leader of the iDs  
cities cluster
Annie Wilkinson, iDs Research Fellow
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goVERNANcE, 
AccoUNtABILItY AND 
tRANspARENcY
towards an institute that is thriving 
financially, fit for purpose and living 
its values 
financial sustainability is critical, particularly in an increasingly 
challenging funding environment. the positive financial  
picture of 2014/15 has continued into 2015/16 with the  
institute generating a surplus of £338k to reinvest in its 
strategic purposes. 
ids has worked hard to diversify its charitable funding streams, 
reaching out to new donors. to make ids fit for purpose we 
have improved our capabilities to travel and work safely in high-
risk areas, integrated new digital technologies across teaching, 
learning and events programmes, and invested more in our 
staff’s professional development. 
overall it has been a busy, exciting year – one that will 
contribute significantly to building on the legacy of ids’ work 
well beyond this 50th year.
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IDs gratefully acknowledges the 
support of the many individuals and 
donor partners who have contributed 
to our work during the year.
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our commitment to accountability and 
transparency 
ids is committed to ensuring the highest level of 
accountability and transparency regarding the funding we 
seek and receive, as set down in our funding ethics policy. 
transparify has recently recognised this commitment 
in their global rating of the financial transparency of 
major thinktanks. it awarded ids the highest five-star 
transparency rating.
how we are funded
ids receives no core funding. funds are secured from a 
range of organisations and represent a combination of 
research grants and fees from advisory work, teaching, 
publication sales and some donations and legacies.
the uK department for international development 
(dfid) is our largest funder. ids also receives funds from 
the european union, various un agencies, and a wide 
range of aid agencies, trusts and foundations. 
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